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Welcome to Words in Motion 2022
Thank you all for submitting your poems to Wood Buffalo Regional Library’s
Words in Motion competition.
We are always astounded at the amount of poems submitted each year and enjoy reading
each and every one of them. Selecting the top 50 for our Words in Motion booklet is always
a pleasurable task.
Thank you to our judges; Micheal Thornton and Tanisha Kadia for their time and efforts this
year.
We’d also like to acknowledge our partners; NorthWord, Arts Council Wood Buffalo, Fort
McMurray Public School Board, Fort McMurray Catholic School Board, and Northland
School Division No 61.
“Poetry and beauty are always making peace. When you read
something beautiful you find coexistence; it breaks walls down.”
— Mahmoud Darwish
We hope you enjoy these beautifully crafted words and allow them
to inspire you.
Amanda MacPherson
Board Chair, Wood Buffalo Regional Library

Little Windows

Layna Turgeon

The street feels rushed,
yet it all seems peaceful from here.
Serene.
Snowflakes diving to the ground,
people rushing across the roads.
All in the symphony of the city.
Like a rehearsed orchestra of humans.
Watching behind my little window while the world is busy.
Every little light in the windows illuminates a different
story.
People making their warm morning coffee,
some snuggled into their cloud of a bed.
Little stories everywhere.
Stories I’ll likely never know of.
Makes everything seem so… insignificant.
These millions of journeys,
most never crossing paths.
Like these millions of snowflakes plunging down,
most of them I’ll likely never step on.
Makes everything feel so small,
comforting.
The streets are roaring,
but it’s quiet up here.
In my little window,
I watch.

The Clock’s Fading Aethan Medina
Clocks ticking
Birds chirping
People shouting
People waiting.
If you are one of these people
stop waiting and start living.

My Moms Superpower(s)

Vanessa Boakye

No one knows this about my mom,
It’s quite exciting so I’ll try to keep my calm,
She looks sweet and normal,
And from a distance there nothing abnormal,
But she has these secret abilities,
They must come with some huge responsibilities,
I’ll tell you some of her super powers,
She can’t do anything like shooting out flowers,
But she has the ability to tell when I’m doing something bad,
It’s really cool, except it doesn’t always make me glad,
Another thing is she can read my mind,
She knows what I want but sometimes I’m declined,
There was also something I never understood,
She always smells so good,
Her stronger abilities happen when I do something wrong,
The powers are enhanced and become very strong,
She has the ability to make my legs weak,
So weak that I can’t speak,
And with one glare she paralyzes me completely,
But once were cool it goes quite briefly,
Which is why it’s best not to cross my mom,
And best to help her keep her calm.

Bridge of Life Samantha Oceanar
You take your first steps on the bridge,
the beginning of your life.
You start small and collapse as you step.
Along the way you’ll encounter
The true people who will support you
And help you stand up on your feet.
Soon you can walk steadily and straight
As you near the end of the bridge
You try to go back to where you started before.
You realize there’s no going back.
All you can do is learn from the past,
Look forward to the future.
And live in the moment now.
As you keep walking you grow older
And hold more knowledge.
You go through a river of tears
And a cup full of pain.
You go through a song of laughter and
smiles that are something to remember.
You will make great memories with your loved ones.
Remembering those moments and holding them tight.

They will fade into the past
And sometimes you have to let go.
The bridge will tremble and fall,
But still you cling
Eager to finish your journey to the end.
You will see your failures from the past
And your successful accomplishments.
Finally notice how far you’ve come and you will notice that
the time is ticking fast
You take a sigh looking before you and the moments you had
Letting go of your good life, never regretting anything as you
will near the end of the bridge.

The Businessman Made of Markers Carmen Borges
His fabulous tophat made from markers,
His shining head with not a blade of hair.
A pair of sunglasses to hide his eyes,
His fancy bowtie accompanied a bundle of buttons
Some elegant trousers with dark grey stripes,
Bright sparkles surround his silhouette,
And a duo of two tiny azure shoes.
Small floating shapes and smiling faces befriending one another.
Drawn by the middle-schoolers on the board,
He is the businessman made of markers.

The Red Wagon Kenlei Budgell
The red wagon tugged along the dusty dirt road.
It’s dark rusty red paint, flaked off, as it went full speed.
Suddenly the red wagon hit a rock.
And eventually, it began to flip into the lake.
No more red wagon.

tap Tap tap

Anna Hilton

click “it is” SLAM
“So how do you think you could do better?”
shhhup “hey did you see” pwump
“Um . . . yeah so I um . . .”
*sigh*
Tap tap Tap tap Tap tap
ssup “then i said” wawawa
“Anna, how can you do better?”
zing “but i” rrrru
“Oh yeah so I think. . .”
*sigh*
tap Tap tap Tap tap Tap
zip “why is she so weird” blink
“Anna, why do you think you failed?”
vroom “look at her”
“Uh, so . . .”
Just say it
Why can’t I say anything
Just stop Anna
Stop and breathe

*sigh*
Tap tap Tap tap Tap tap
“I’m sorry.”

Someday in the System Kansas Lauzon
In kindergarten, we are asked what we want to be when we
grow up.
Some say, doctors, some say astronauts and some say,
mermaids.
Why?
It’s just a question.
It doesn’t mean anything.
Right?
As we graduate high school, we are asked again.
It’s the same question we’ve been asked over and over.
When we’re in middle school, we’re no longer interested in
being princesses, fairies, or knights in shining armor.
But what if we were?
They say it’s unrealistic, but is it? Is it really foolish to want
to be something so fantasy-like in a world full of hate and

Go to college or university, they said.
But I always feel so misled.
Why do I need to have a bunch of family to look so perfect?
Why do I need to be nice to you?
Hell, only if I knew.
Sometimes I wonder why I can’t just run into the mountains
and live in a cabin that I ended up building.
And then I remind myself that society shapes us to think that
I’m hiding.
I like to think that I can do anything because that’s what they
tell us as kids.
The reality is that we can’t and we’re only bids.

brutality?
Why are we living in this system?
In religion, we are taught that our God will help us and stand We aren’t supposed to challenge it or question it.
by us always.
So how should I know?
He will protect and serve us.
I just want to run away in a meadow.
But what if I don’t want to believe it?
because someday I shall see the rainbow.
I guess I’ll be seen as a hypocrite.
Very far away from this assimilation,
that we call a nation.

Toxic Deandra Jones
Can you love something so deeply
That it sets your soul on fire?
And you lose yourself in that familiarity and warmth
When returning feels like coming home
As if muscle memory has taken over
And you float through the day without ever consciously
choosing the path
Because you’ve been here before
Brave and naive
But still, you wear your heart on your sleeve
Knowing very well that the flame will once again consume
it

Axolotl Adia Huygen
They swim around in the tanks at home
Which is why I wrote this poem
The gills that look like plants on its head
Prevent them from being dead
They like cold water in their tanks
They like it so cold it’s like a snow bank
Every day I go downstairs
They just glare
But sometimes they stay very still
But other times they will not

You Can’t Say It’s Cold
In a place like this
Near the end of the road
Where the winters are harsh
And the people are bold
We say to ourselves
“Boy is this getting old”
But we can’t say that our winters are
cold
No, we can’t say that our winters are cold
Put on your jacket, son
Do what you’re told
And get those boots on too
They’re worth their weight in gold
We say to ourselves
“Boy, is this getting old”
But we can’t say that our winters are
cold
No, we can’t say that our winters are cold
The wind hurts your face
And the snow’s uncontrolled
Leave your car on the street
And it might just get towed
We say to ourselves
“Boy is this getting old”
But we can’t say that our winters are
cold
No, we can’t say that our winters are cold

Christopher Poulsen
For you see in this town
Kindness is not something we withhold
And the joy (and northern lights)
Are a thing to behold
So, we may say to ourselves
“Boy is this getting old”
But we can’t say that our winters are
cold
No, we can’t say that our winters are
cold.

CARPE DIEM

Michael Parr

I have a calm companion, dwells inside of me.
This friend of mine I hide away for no one else to see.
He has a unique knowledge beyond what the mind can
know,
And though he’s patient to the ‘t’, he’ll always urge: let’s go!
He says many disciples are inflexible and slow
And that these steadfast cats are least likely to grow.
They freak so forlorn hard, to build their castles in the air,
But in the end it adds to dross, some left, squabble to share.
He has no care for class or creed for rich or for the poor;
He loves them all the same when comes the visit to their
door.
Despite his love most shriek and shrivel back in tears
And pray to stay the day and waste another one in fear.
This morning dark and dumb, before the moon was stowed,
I spied him sneaking down the lane and closely to my
home.
“Today?” I said. “Nay not today but don’t you waste much
time;
For soon enough I will be back so seize the day divine.”

Dreams Solenn Padua
I have a dream that can’t be lost.
I dream of a world where cold hearts can defrost.
Others dream of having powers.
Hey, I dream of flowers.
I know many people who dream of the world to be made of candy or food.
I dream of a place where there are people who are never rude.
We can all dream what we want in the day and the night.
My dream, like many others, is for there to be peace.
No war, no fights.
Those dreams that you hold dear,
Can help you face your fear.
When the rest of the world makes you feel so small,
Your dreams and wishes will help you stand tall.

Horses Ruturaj Joshi
Long and fast
Jumping , running,and eating
Horses are the farm god
Horses are the best

You Never Forget Your First Jessica Roy
I don’t remember when the shapes on the page first
morphed
They started out as squirming squiggles
But I do remember why

Such a violent beginning
She tried to keep them from our jam stained fingers
But gave up quickly
She had more pressing things to worry about

A 14 volume set of children’s encyclopedias
A traveling salesman brought them to the door
He lugged them into the house
He, bright and earnest
Five kids pressing around him
The youngest on Mom’s hip
Her belly swollen with the last
Clamoring to see what was in the box
He, smiling nervously, overwhelmed

Volume One, “Poetry and Rhymes”
Even at age 4, the heart wants what the heart wants

Mom, putting him out of his misery and getting her
checkbook

Repeatedly turning page after page
Until, eventually, the squiggles settled themselves into words
And sunk into my memory

Hard books with cream and green covers
Gold embossed lettering on the spines
Shiny, white, pristine pages
A sharp snap thrilled us when we pressed them open
Mom crying, “Don’t break the spine!”

Moons and cows, old women and shoes, tuffets and spiders
I stared at the pictures
Running my fingers over the silky surface
Over the soft down of Mother Goose
Over the smooth shell of Humpty

The shiny pages turned grubby
Held together with browning tape
Dirt stains on the cream cover
Abandoned on a bottom shelf

I had moved on
To Tinkerbell
To Nancy
To Laura and Papa
To…everything
But, you never forget your first, do you?

I Dream of Mountains

Angela Murrin

I dream of mountains
conspicuous, vast ridges,
that stand like sentinels
with gossamer tree bases
away from city-synthetics
and slow suffocation
that press slurry on chests,
like unnatural moths—
beating against silted windows
I want to breathe oceans
that sculpt and smooth sand spits,
and feel free zephyrs,
that sing through my hair
and the marram grass on pondering dunes
An echo of home
held quietly.

I Love You Vanessa Boakye
Another day of school had passed,
She was home at last,
After throwing her belongings on her bedroom floor,
She headed to the bathroom door,
She walked to the sink and started her usual routine,
As she rinsed and washed her painted face clean,
Her eyes began to flood with gallons of tears,
And whispering under her breath she said “I wish I’d
disappear”
For she was trapped in a web created by mind,
All the insecurities it had designed,
So, she always listened to the outside voices,
They were how she made choices,
They told her all the reasons for her removal,
Which is why she searched for others approval,
And every day she’d wake up torn,
Wishing she was never born,
But as she stood there facing the mirror,
The picture became clearer,
She didn’t hate the person that was displayed
Just the image her mind had portrayed,
As she looked at herself, a real smile appeared,
For the stormy thoughts had cleared,
She was beautiful in her own way,
It didn’t matter what others had to say,

She finally realized that the lies weren’t true,
Looking at herself she said “I love you”.

Half Truths

Lydia Griffith

There was this myth,
a ballad read to me.
Greek, ancient, aching and cold,
where we all were made,
in anger and fear,
to be nothing but halves of ourselves.
It was a curse,
you explained,
to be split, by Zeus, in two.
Doomed to wander and seek,
someone as broken as me.
Yet now I’ve slipped
through fiction’s fingers
only to find I am no splintered collection of strings.
I burn,
and bend,
and crack in the cold,
but always,
I was whole.

Dream Afeefa Ahmad
When I gaze into the vast, mesmerizing sky,
I can not stop my self from wishing to fly;
To fly somewhere far away,
somewhere where I no longer need to worry about the next day.
The bright sparkling stars kindle hope in me,
and a sense of who I truly want to be.
But the reality of my life,
is enough to make me think twice.
I dream for a life where I could be free from fear;
Where the worry of going hungry for another day, disappears.
My circumstances do not sadden me though,
As much as it does to know…
There are people who take things for granted,
While there are millions who dream for what they have been gifted.

In My Backyard

Amber Kaur Toor

In my backyard
I saw a BIG CHIPMUNK.
He was soooooo cute and chubby
His face was shaped like a mason jar,
But he was hungry.
So hungry that his eyes were saying
FOOD, FOOD, FOOD…
So, I gave him some treats,
He ate it all.
He looked very familiar kind of like someone I know.
But then,
I realized,
He was my dog!

The Nice Girl Kali Padalia
He was my friend, but far too immature.
He would say cruel things to those I knew,
“It’s just a joke,” he would assure.
Those weightless words hung, if only there were a few.
One day, his jokes pushed me to the edge,
His ego and arrogance too vivid in my mind.
He wanted me to throw my opinion over a ledge,
Along with my “feminist voice”, oh just be kind.
Instead, I screamed until black clouded my sight,
My words flowing life a falling feather.
My brother was proud because I yelled in spite,
But not for how I stood up for myself, unleashing my
own tether.
My father’s happiness was refreshing at first,
Before I realized its sole reason.
Because you put him in his place with one curse.
But not for how I let him go with his own treason.

The men around me applaud me for bursts of anger.
And not for what I have to say.
I don’t think the “nice girl” in me can hold on to my
heart as my anchor.
Because, soon enough, all of my suppressed voices will
want to come out to play.

Red Danica Oram
Red is the button you want to push
The dangerous colour you can’t resist
A rose so painful yet so perfect
Red is the colour of love you share
Like strawberries so sweet
The attention grabbing colour
Red

Northern Lights Deandra Jones
Dancing wildly
Canons of fuchsia and a symphony of colour
Inviting me closer with their peaceful presence
As if every ancestor was coming to visit in a ceremony of light
Painting the sky with long strokes of green, wisps of pink and purple
What lessons do you bring me tonight?
I am in disbelief yet my heart has been dancing with you all along
Am I still here, in my backyard, or have I become the sky as well?
Every fibre of my being is vibrating with specs of lights
Where is your journey taking you, and can I come?

My Favourite Animal

Kendra Dizon

You might think mine is something you know,
But today I will share my strange favorite
animal
The Axolotls is a strange looking animal,
You may think this creature is make believe,
But I tell you it is rational.
It is even proven by National Geographic.
This animal is a kind of salamander,
And the most common is the Golden Albino.
It has orange pointy spikes,
And looks very cute to me!
You might have never heard of this creature,
Because it is going extinct!
It is dying cause of drought.
Axolotls are amazing animals,
That is why they are my favorite animal!

Dandelion Defender

Dawn Booth

You think I am a weed.
But I am not.

For my very existence stems
from casted wishes sent out by
believers; true dreamers.
The ones who flourish hope, love,
prosperity and understanding
to my unique perspective.
They gently blow my seedlings to
the wind and into summer sunsets.
They see me as deserving,
are contented by my bloomed florets.
Nonetheless, dismissed, eradicated and
cursed as stubborn by beautificators when
in their perfectly manicured presence.

I make a case for my very, invasive existence.
I am the misunderstood flower,
longing to be loved as lilies and lilacs.
I am the ever-pervasive dandelion.

Island of the Seas Jouie Frusa

I am from a place called home
Where I was younger, I would roam
To the place where the trees sway in the breeze
Where there was sand, the beaches and the seas.
I close my eyes
And in that moment,
I feel the morning sun hit my face,
To the local vendor, I would race
Where we would not hide away from the rain
But instead, would use it to wash away our pain
We laugh and smile at the water that surrounds us
To take pictures, in photo books that settle in the dust
I am from the island of the seas,
Where the stars and the sun meet with ease
This is my childhood,
Where there are no bad memories, only good
As I grow older, we say our goodbyes
And move away using the plane in the skies
We do not forget, but we reminisce
The place we call home, and the memories we miss

In the Dinosaur Days Elijah Manlangit
Long ago before dinosaurs were thought to be extinct,
They went to terrible lizard schools, that really did stink!
The reptile teachers talked a lot about needing their math lessons,
It was always mandatory to pay attention!
The teachers would always say they only had three minutes to play…
So they big dinosaurs would roar and roar until the teachers would end their day.
They would stomp back home and rome and rome….
The dinos would run in herds then study their much needed vocabulary words.
Some of the dinosaurs could even fly,
Like airplanes that soar in the skies.
Until the next day they would return again,
And all they would do is complain and complain.
Complain about their lessons and there was no time to play
But they always came back the very next day!
Long ago before dinosaurs became extinct
They went to terrible lizard schools, that really did stink!

I Feel Numb Vol. 2 Kansas Lauzon
My heart is beating at its highest speed,
my sweat becomes a symbol of all my effort.
People say running defines who I am,
even though my heart feels like stopping.
The race is nearly over,
my legs feel numb,
ignoring the pain as always.

I have come this far; I can’t quit now.
I keep telling myself I’m almost there
my legs quit, stumbling down.
I look up and I see the finish line
I use all my strength that’s left to get up.
muscles aching, heart filled with courage,
all eyes watching me, cameras shining on me, and people
cheering.
I won the marathon!

“You need to take your meds now Ivy,” said the nurse.
Opening my aching eyes,
I rise up out of my bed,
realizing it was all just a dream.
If only I could be on a team,
Even though it was all just a dream.
Praying for a miracle to finally appear.
All I ever wanted was to be normal.
I know the doctors can’t fix me
because I am a broken key,
waiting for my true potential to be unlocked,
to bring me back to my heartened self.
It can only be done by a special locksmith,
That has access to my heart and soul.
Will you ever appear?

The Lamp Post Amrita Toor
I am waiting by this lamp post in the middle of the night.
As for the the camera,
Why? U may ask…
All that was left was a photo of a flickering lamp post,
I am waiting to give someone a fright.
Under the night.
Slowly but surely,
My victim walks down the street.
The lamp post lights flicker and die.
It’s the one I’m right under.
I pull up my hood and lean against the lamp post.
The boy looks frightened,
Let’s frighten him further!
He slowly walks past,
I give him a grin.
A grin of one thousand sharp teeth that fit perfectly together.
“Hello little boy.” I softly say.
“Might I ask where you’re going on such a fine night?”
The boy is scared just as I like.
“Well?”
“I-I” the boy stammers,
Just as I walk a bit closer.
“I-it’s not the best night outside.” the boy says.
“It’s dark and gloomy a-and scary and creepy.”
“Issss it now?” I quietly hiss.
“I-I was hoping t-to get some pictures under the n-night.”
The boy lifts up his camera shaking in fright.
That was the last seen of the boy.

LIFE Shahfraz Awan
The world is a place filled with happiness where some think of as a dream,
in a world filled with unhappiness, where it isn’t as it seems,
we dream of living the lives of others, as if they are the ones with the crown.
Not knowing that everyone has a gift, a gift that must be found.
We wish we had everything, so we could live the best
But haven’t realized that everything, is really just a test
No one can be perfect, now one will be perfect
But everyone deserves a chance, a chance of respect

The Time of Dawn Fajar Khurshid
Dawn is a time of focusing,
When the sky is nice and clear,
A time when birds are chirping,
And there is peace, far and near.
Dawn is very calm and quiet too,
The breeze blows by, pleasantly cold,
The time of dawn has things to tell you,
Things that haven’t been told.
When the first ray of sun comes out,
The dewdrops on flowers glitter,
The creatures wake up and move about,
And butterfly wings flitter.
The world awakens after a long night,
When the time of dawn is here,
It’s when out comes the beautiful sunlight,
And the dark night disappears.
The tall trees dance in the breeze at dawn,
And the grass sways as much as the trees,
The time is perfect to think, on and on,
Nothing’s better than the dawn’s breeze.

JUST A KISS

Billy Graham

In a quaint little kitchen two souls say hello
under stern gaze from a mosaic chicken..
bordering threshold of fallow and dire…
Indifferent to the doctrines of ebb and flow
starved hearts collide occasioned to quicken..
rising from ashes that ignited into fire…
Discarding remorse mantle of desolate throe
for pleaded kiss would the whispers thicken..
to lay witness to past on smoking Pyre… 		
Intermingled paradigms fused common bond
that forged a gypsy angel to western lore..
reclaiming shared sunsets born to die…

My Cat Mila King

My cat crawls around and makes wonderful sounds.
She is curious and quite, mysterious.
The cat found something strange, and crawled inside.
Then pushed its buttons and went for a ride.
They blasted into the sky and went really, really high.
Her rocket went up, then down, then all around, our town.
My cat was not, a very good driver, especially after she saw that spider.
And what a sight, as the spider and cat, began to fight!
That cat pretended she did not care, but afterwards they both got scared.
As they bumped into the rocket walls, then out on the lawn, they both did fall.
She had a fright, then neither of us could sleep that night.
Andthosearethefactsaboutmycat,whocrawlsaroundandmakeswonderful
sounds.

Perchance to Dream Benjamin Sey
Quiet halls
Ever-winding halls.
What mind knows where you lead?
Sleeping world
Little sleeping world
Do you know what happens while you
dream?
Bustling, churning
A house of wonders
A labyrinth in all the colors
Of the rainbow
Of the rainbow
Of the rainbow…
Venturing…
Doggedly searching…
The ingredients of life you seek…
In dark rooms you find,
Things that blow your mind,
While you peer past the mystique.
Creeping shadows of mankind’s blunders,
Seeking to snuff out all the colours
Of the rainbow,
Of the rainbow,
Of the rainbow…

Evils of mankind
They frighten, disgust, and surprise
Fueled by hatred, prejudice, and fear,
They draw near!
Rainbow of life
With the darkness, in eternal strife.
Filling the void with suspense, melancholy
and cheer,
Colouring every moment we hold dear
In eternity these soulful paintings adhere
They’re all here!
The darkness advances
Its imagery entrances
Promising bleakness and doom
But something glows…
Something beautiful glows…
Piercing through the gloom…
Screaming, quaking, shadows cower,
Fading before all the colours
Of the rainbow,
Of the rainbow,
Of the rainbow…

Sleeping world
little sleeping world
Time to get out of bed
Won’t be in a daze,
Wandering through a maze.
You’ll control your future instead,
Morph and change
Into a world of wonder

The Essence of Words Afeefa Ahmad
In one day, we utter countless words,
Like unstoppable chirping birds.
Little do we know that words can heal one’s heart
Or shatter it apart!
It could bring people together,
Or distance them forever.
Words are a reflection of our inner being.
“What we say is what we are”, truly speaking.
So think to yourself, “How often have you thought,
Before you talked”?

Questions I have about life Simi Oladipo
What is life? Is it a time to mingle or a time to get everything done? Is there a reason to be here? Are we just here?
Why is death something that must happen?
We could just live forever being happy.
How do people make bad choices? The killing, stealing. They cause so much pain and suffering.
I know these things happen but it is very possible to stop.
PeoplemightsayI’mjustakidandIhavelittleunderstandingoftheworld,thatIdon’tknowwhat’sgoingonaroundme.
But I learn things, I read, I listen. I don’t ignore things.
My life is just beginning. I have time to answer the questions.

Invisible

Kasvi Mavani

The years fall away like yellowing leaves.
She discovers there is a rhythm to living alone.
She is seventeen now and everyone speaks of her as if she is a She begins to discover it is the small necessities
summer blossom.
And simple joys that define her life.
Something to be held,
Do you think life has any value,
And nurtured until she blooms.
If you leave no trace behind?
Something to be forgotten once she rots.
She learns happiness is brief,
And life is long,
It is sad of course.
And in the end everyone wants to be remembered.
It’s a lonely thing to be forgotten.
To remember when no one else does.
After years she learns to accept it.
She lives to be a shadow in a storm.
She feels as if she’s woken from a dream,
To grasp each moment and hold it,
And can’t recall if it was real.
Nurture it until it blooms.
She’s left scrambling to sort out her thoughts,
She takes one day,
Scrutinizing her reflection to find some residue of each day.
Then the next.
Clings to each moment,
She walks through her life alone.
Looking back to wonder why they all left her to crumble.
Rewinding tapes,
Pausing films,
To find no trace left behind.
As if she doesn’t exist.

Learns to relish each stolen second,
Until it’s forgotten.

My Life: Your Museum Ashley J. Makey
To walk a mile in my shoes, and you will still not know the things I do. Say all you want, for you think you know me.
My deepest, live-longed eccentricities that are a part of lived-long But the me that is me is the one you will never see.
mysteries.
I am a mask – a painted face.
Moments shared be moments earned.
It is not my experiences for you to disgrace.
As a glimpse into my soul is just a glimpse.
Judge me not, for you never will know the life of me: forever still.
You have not felt – nor will ever feel – the life I have led.
You can only assume the overall end.
My brain is my own, my whole, my home.
My soul is my kind, of which I have learned.
I say house you think of home,
The one in which you have always known.
My own which I have walked; the halls are painted stills,
To study, to digress, to observe, to thrill.
Yet those experiences you see are only seen,
As I have been the only one to walk through them in my dreams.
I say excited, you think of birth,
Those moments only you have experienced on Earth.
But those moments are yours and yours alone to explore,
They are the stories of which I must not implore.
As I have never experienced them, nor ever I will.

McChicken Wrap (Rap) James Hayward
One day I went to MickeyDee’s
Because I was cravin’ a burger with cheese.
I got there, and the line was long,
So then I started writin’ this song.

Michelle, the chick with the nice eyes,
Asks if I want to supersize.
Yes please, and double the cheese.
Standin’ here waiting; Pretty much shaking;
To get my MickeyDee’s with cheese.
I ran back to get a McFlurry,
Because I was in a hurry and cravin’ somethin’ slurry.
When I got to the till, and paid with my bank bill,
Thefirstbitewasjustright;Thesecondbitetastedlikeatoxicwastesite.
SoIaskedtheemployee,Whyittastedlikeitwasgoingtodestroyme?
Sherepliedwetriedtomakeyousatisfied,Butwewereoveroccupied.
So in the end I implied: “Next time make it bona fide!”

Fear Destiny Hua

Fear
the way your throat closes
when you finally get to the top of that mountain
Fear
the way your knees shake
when you mentally
try your hardest
to stop them
Fear
is when the
lights go out
your eyes widen
not knowing what lurks
within the darkness
Overcoming fear
is standing tall and shouting
like you own the world
when you get on top of that cold mountain
Overcoming fear
is walking to the light
and pressing it with confidence
when it’s just you there now
in the fluorescent light’s bright glimmer.
Overcoming fear
is saying goodbye to the weaknesses

that lay within the walls
You built up in your mind
Overcoming fear
is facing fear itself

Autumn to Me Eri Olaniyan

Autumn is peaceful,
Autumn is calm,
When I smell the aroma of apple pie, I am gleeful.

When will I be able to fathom how beautiful it is? Never.
I will never be able to whatsoever!

Jumping into the red and orange leaves,

It’s the time before winter.

That slowly drop from the trees,
They fill my heart with ease.

The time before harsh snowstorms and blizzards.
Autumn is like sitting by the fire, talking with friends and laughing.
Thememoriesofthisseasonarefarmorememorablethananyothers.

The soft autumn breeze,
Throws my hair up into the wind,
I fly in motion with the wind in my mind.
My friends and I take on a challenge;
We’re going to a corn maze!
For clues to where the end is we scavenge,
Once we get to the end, we get lots of praise.
Just seeing the leaves fall from the trees,
Humbles me ever so dearly.
How lucky am I,
To watch them fall from high!
Autumn is more than a season to me..
No matter how warm, how cold it would be.
Autumn is more like a place I can hide
Where I can run away from the horrors in the skies.

Autumn is like a warm hug on the saddest days.
Or a visit from a close relative.
Autumn can affect us in many ways,
But none of them are negative!

The Gloved Man Lilith McDermid
To my dearly departed
Forgive me, my friend

I can no longer sit at your
Make believe grave
I can no longer cave in,

I want to see the salvation he brings
The gloved man and I
Will make peace somehow
Through his pained expressions

To count the hours since your demise

I can see his sacrifices

My dear, I won’t forget you,
Nor the light you gave
But I’ll move on

I remember those faces when I think

I was given a task,
A task which
I gained a new friend
My fractured eyes have seen a new light
A miserable sight he was,
A gloved man who sought to bring salvation
I want him
and I
To survive together

Maybe the gloved man,
is the one who yearns most for salvation?

What’s With the Sky?
The sky is blue,
Then it changes color,
Pink, purple, and orange too,
It goes from one to the other.
Have you ever wondered,
What’s with the sky?
The rays of sunlight,
Brightening up the day,
The moon and stars,
Lighting up your way.
Have you ever wondered,
What’s with the sky?
The Slow Transitioning,
The Sky turns Black,
It’s Time for positioning,
The Sun Comes Back.
What’s with the Sky?

Zarish Khurshid
Have You Ever Wondered,
What’s with the Sky?
For those who say the sky is
blue,
Know that you could be wrong,
For colors there are many,
Depending on the time, any.

I Cant’t Decide Jessica Roy
They warned us that she may only last a few hours
But hours stretched into days

They warn us that he is losing his memory
But years stretch before him

Each breath becoming a little quieter
A little softer
Slower

Each day will blend into the next
Until he’ll forget all of us
Slowly

At first we were quiet and then shared memories made
us laugh and cry
In between, we settled into grief

At first we try explaining that Mom is gone and we cry
In between, his mind blocks the pain

We took turns murmuring to her
Hoping she could hear
Dad clutched her bruising hands
Clinging to hope
Frustrated, he asked, “Why did it happen?”
“Why can’t she wake up?”

We take turns reminding him
Hoping he will understand
All of us clutching to the memory of a father
Clinging to hope
Frustrated, he asks, “Where’s Mom?”
“Why isn’t she here?”
We feel his sorrow

We felt her last breath
We feel cheated
We felt cheated
I can’t decide which is worse

A Cold Winter Day Harnoor Gill
On the cold winter day
the sun setting on the horizon
As the frigid raw wind creeps in
I regret forgetting my jacket
Together with my friend
Beat by beat
A snowball fight ensues
Forgotten gloves left on
The oak coffee table
Lonely and unused
Intensity builds as snowballs
Whistle past my ears
Heart pounding
Bum bum
Bum bum
seemingly hours past
Survival required
My fingers stinging from
The glacial snow

Peace is made
A truce
Formed from a handshake
My compatriot leaves
His back turned
Forever away in a car
A last wave goodbye
The last piece of remembrance

I Want to Build My Very Own Robot
I want to build my very own robot.
One that makes me laugh, like a real crackpot!
Sure hoping he can do my chores.
And make me marshmallow treats, called
s’mores.
Wouldn’t it be great if he could make my bed
for me,
Then wash my dishes, all for free!
When I go to school or out to play,
I could plug him in, to charge all day.
Maybe we could call him Mister?
And all night long, we could play tricks on my
sister!
It might be hard to teach him how to make my
bed,
Perhaps I can teach him how to be my alarm
clock,
Instead?

Andrew Napo

Blessings

Alisha Rajpura

Blessings are a form of bliss,
We miss them at some point,
Especially when they are dismissed.
This is the time when we encounter genuine remorse,
This course of mood remains,
Until we do good.
One will conquer success by using their source of guidance,
By creating a spiritual alliance,
…In the state of silence.
Our God knows when we are in great loss,
He knows the cause of the condition,
Although we do not understand and pause for a second to
reflect.
Remember that God is not biased towards His creations,
He prevails justice in the appropriate conditions,
As a person who is blind is compensated by having better
intuition.

Our role is to help those left in a desperate condition,
By doing charity and making a meaningful contribution,
Remember that there are no pockets in your coffin that will
provide protection,
The money that is placed in your safe will not mean any
benefit after your departure.
The only currency that will provide satisfaction is your deeds.
Everyone has a role to play in this massive mission.
As it requires an initiative and vision.
Please spread this message perhaps there is a chance that no
one will be left to eat scraps from the streets.

Wait on the Sun Tineesha McKay
It all starts with a spoon,
Scooping us up beside the moon
Next, we fork out our servings’ worth,
Causing the stab of a knife to unearth
A grand setting of an unfinished meal,
Warming us up, but never full enough
do we feel
When the cravings are all said and done,
We throw out our utensils…
To wait on the sun.

I Like Sushi Chris Delos Santos
I like sushi, I like fish,
I prefer it in my tummy or on a dish.
My mom likes her pizza in a pan.
Dad eats his cake before his steak, when he can..
My cousin doodles,
While he eats his noodles.
My brother likes his chicken nuggets
Fresh from KFC, in a bucket!
Me, I like Sushi, I like fish
What dishes do you like or would really miss?

A Gift From God Mireille Zatcha
Mandla Kadjaly
In 2007, I was chosen …
Chosen among a multitude of people,
Chosen among a multitude of young women,
Chosen among a multitude of married people
Without any particular talent or knowledge or merrit …

Kadjaly, a gift lended to me and taken back.
Maybe because your mission with me was done?
Or maybe because you were needed somewhere else, to shine
your light in someone else’s life?

I loved being your carrier, your surrogate.
I loved every second of these 12 years!
I’m the saddest person on earth but I love you enough to let
Chosen to be a carrier…a surrogate to His messenger
you accomplish your purpose.
A beautiful soul, kind, loving, caring, intelligent, just with a
Go and help someone be as happy as I was my angel
little « je ne sais quoi » who will always make you stand out in But please don’t forget me/us.
a crowd.
And without even knowing it, I named you Mandla Kadjaly.
Till we meet again…
Mandla… powerful….
your power can be I will always love you
seen in the impact you had on people that crossed your path.
Mom
Kadjaly… a gift from God!
Yes a gift that was lend to me for a short amount of time…
Only 12 years…
But Gosh, 12 beautiful years!
12 years of your light shining on me, on us.
Little did I know that you were an angel, my angel
12 short years of you helping me defining who I was and the
life I wanted.

